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Adaptive Combinatorial Neural Control for Robust Locomotion of a Biped Robot
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Modular Neural Control for Object Transportation of a Bio-inspired Hexapod Robot

Neuromechanical Control for Dynamic Bipedal Walking with Reduced Impact Forces

A Generic Approach to Self-localization and Mapping of Mobile Robots Without Using a Kinematic Model

A Neural Path Integration Mechanism for Adaptive Vector Navigation in Autonomous Agents

Distributed recurrent neural forward models with synaptic adaptation and CPG-based control for complex behaviors of walking robots

Learning and Chaining of Motor Primitives for Goal-directed Locomotion of a Snake-Like Robot with Screw-Drive Units

Multiple Chaotic Central Pattern Generators with Learning for Legged Locomotion and Malfunction Compensation
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Synaptic plasticity in a recurrent neural network for versatile and adaptive behaviors of a walking robot

Neuromechanical Control for Hexapedal Robot Walking on Challenging Surfaces and Surface Classification

Comparing Arc-shaped Feet and Rigid Ankles with Flat Feet and Compliant Ankles for a Dynamic Walker

Internal Models Support Specific Gaits in Orthotic Devices

Reservoir of neurons with adaptive time constants: a hybrid model for robust motor-sensory temporal processing

Biologically-Inspired Adaptive Obstacle Negotiation Behavior of Hexapod Robots

Adaptive Landmark-Based Navigation System Using Learning Techniques

Biologically Inspired Modular Neural Control for a Leg-Wheel Hybrid Robot
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Neuromechanical Control for Adaptive Hexapedal Walking on Challenging Surfaces

Neuromodulatory Adaptive Combination of Correlation-based Learning in Cerebellum and Reward-based Learning in Basal Ganglia for Goal-directed Behavior Control
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Reinforcement Learning Approach to Generate Goal-directed Locomotion of a Snake-Like Robot with Screw-Drive Units

Reservoir-based Online Adaptive Forward Models with Neural Control for Complex Locomotion in a Hexapod Robot
Virtual Agonist-antagonist Mechanisms Produce Biological Muscle-like Functions: An Application for Robot Joint Control

Neural combinatorial learning of goal-directed behavior with reservoir critic and reward modulated hebbian plasticity

Stability analysis of a hexapod robot driven by distributed nonlinear oscillators with a phase modulation mechanism

Adaptive neural oscillators with synaptic plasticity for locomotion control of a snake-like robot with screw-drive mechanism

Using a biological material to Improve locomotion of hexapod robots

Neural control of a three-legged reconfigurable robot with omnidirectional wheels

Obstacle/gap detection and terrain classification of walking robots based on a 2D laser range finder

A simplified variable admittance controller based on a virtual agonist-antagonist mechanism for robot joint control

Combining Correlation-Based and Reward-Based Learning in Neural Control for Policy Improvement

Information Dynamics based Self-Adaptive Reservoir for Delay Temporal Memory Tasks
Dasgupta, S., Wörgötter, F. & Manoonpong, P., 2013, Evolving Systems. 4, 4, s. 235-249

Neural Control and Adaptive Neural Forward Models for Insect-like, Energy-Efficient, and Adaptable Locomotion of Walking Machines

Biologically inspired reactive climbing behavior of hexapod robots
Information Theoretic Self-organised Adaptation in Reservoirs for Temporal Memory Tasks

Multiple chaotic central pattern generators for locomotion generation and leg damage compensation in a hexapod robot

Adaptive neural oscillator with synaptic plasticity enabling fast resonance tuning
Nachstedt, T., Wörgötter, F. & Manoonpong, P., 25. okt. 2012, Artificial Neural Networks and Machine Learning, ICANN 2012 - 22nd International Conference on Artificial Neural Networks, Proceedings. PART 1 udg. s. 451-458 8 s. (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics); Nr. PART 1, Bind 7552 LNCS).

A Virtual Musculoskeletal Model for Variable Compliance and Joint Stabilization of a Walking Hexapod

An Adaptive Neuromechanical Model for Muscle Impedance Modulations of Legged Robots

A reconfigurable spherical robot

A PZT modeling for energy harvesting circuits

Compliant Ankles and Flat Feet for Improved Self-Stabilization and Passive Dynamics of the Biped Robot RunBot

Extraction of reward-related feature space using correlation-based and reward-based learning methods

Designing simple nonlinear filters using hysteresis of single recurrent neurons for acoustic signal recognition in robots
Manoonpong, P., Pasemann, F., Kolodziejski, C. & Wörgötter, F., 8. nov. 2010, Artificial Neural Networks, ICANN 2010 - 20th International Conference, Proceedings. PART 1 udg. s. 374-383 10 s. (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics); Nr. PART 1, Bind 6352 LNCS).

Self-Organized Adaptation of Simple Neural Circuits Enables Complex Robot Behavior

Biological inspiration for mechanical design and control of autonomous walking robots: towards life-like robots
Using Efference Copy and a Forward Internal Model for Adaptive Biped Walking

Adaptive sensor-driven neural control for learning in walking machines
Manoonpong, P. & Wörgötter, F., 1. dec. 2009, Neural Information Processing - 16th International Conference, ICONIP 2009, Proceedings. PART 2 udg. s. 47-55 9 s. (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics); Nr. PART 2, Bind 5864 LNCS).

The development of a biomechanical leg system and its neural control

Efference Copies in Neural Control of Dynamic Biped Walking

From biomechanical concepts towards fast and robust robots

Neural control and learning for versatile, adaptive, autonomous behavior of walking machines

Sensor-Driven Neural Control for Omnidirectional Locomotion and Versatile Reactive Behaviors of Walking Machines

Dynamical systems in the sensorimotor loop: On the interrelation between internal and external mechanisms of evolved robot behavior

Neural Preprocessing and Control of ReactiveWalking Machines: Towards Versatile Artificial Perception-Action Systems

The RunBot architecture for adaptive, fast, dynamic walking

Adaptive, Fast Walking in a Biped Robot under Neuronal Control and Learning

Modular reactive neurocontrol for biologically-inspired walking machines

Neural Preprocessing and Control of Reactive Walking Machines: Towards Versatile Artificial Perception-Action Systems
Manoonpong, P., 2007 udg. Springer. 188 s. (Cognitive Technologies ).
Reactive Neural Control for Phototaxis and Obstacle Avoidance Behavior of Walking Machines

Exploring the dynamic walking range of the biped robot "RunBot" with an active upper-body component

A modular neurocontroller for a sensor-driven reactive behavior of biologically inspired walking machines

Modular neural control for a reactive behavior of walking machines
Manoonpong, P., Pasemann, F. & Fischer, J., 12. dec. 2005, s. 403-408. 6 s.

Neural processing of auditory signals and modular neural control for sound tropism of walking machines
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